ThoughtFocus, a Diamond SAPPHIRE NOW® sponsor, showcases
Digital Transformation with SAP® S/4HANA

ThoughtFocus, a Diamond SAPPHIRE NOW® and ASUG Annual Conference sponsor and SAP partner, will be exhibiting (booth
1601) and presenting at this premier industry event being held May 16–18, 2017 in Orlando, Florida. Our team looks forward to
meeting with you and discussing our full range of digital transformation solutions and capabilities.
Additionally, ThoughtFocus will be discussing how it implemented the first Greenfield deployment of SAP® S/4HANA Enterprise

Management in North America by completing two successful roll-outs for the REV Group’s Parts and Bus business units. The
implementation transitioned the brand’s business processes from its legacy system to SAP, including sales, production,
purchasing and logistics, warehouse management, quality inspections, finance, and accounting. This transformational solution
uses elements of the SAP Vehicle Management System (VMS) and SAP Variant Configuration (VC) while leveraging standard SAP
functionality and best practices throughout the end-to-end process.

“Our client, a market leading specialty Fire and Emergency, Recreational Vehicles, and Bus and Industrial vehicle
manufacturer continues to be pleased with our successful program rollouts. The company established a mandate to bring
uniformity in operations while delivering transformational efficiency. Completed on a record schedule this is a landmark
achievement in the SAP landscape, even with the continual evolution of the S/4HANA solution.”
Prashanth Sharma,
ThoughtFocus’ Vice President, Manufacturing Solutions

At the SAPPHIRE NOW® and ASUG Annual Conference ThoughtFocus will be presenting our industry leading processes and
approach on digital transformation and how this meets clients’ operational goals. Our IoT, additive manufacturing, and analytics
capabilities are a perfect match for the Manufacturing and Aerospace & Defense industries.
ThoughtFocus guides and supports clients and partners on their digital transformation journey
•
•

Ecosystem Partners: Our team has deep experience in developing and integrating solutions with ecosystem partners
and brings deep experience in deploying digital transformation initiatives and related technologies
Manufacturers/A&D companies: ThoughtFocus works with mid-tier enterprises, OEMs, and Vendors by prioritizing
what projects will be most impactful and by partnering with their organization throughout its transformation journey

About ThoughtFocus
ThoughtFocus, a privately held global IT Consulting and Software Engineering services company, is a premier provider of SAP
services to the Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Manufacturing, and other industrial industries. A valued SAP partner, one
of only a few distinguished companies with experience in SAP S/4HANA greenfield implementations, our clients are some of
most recognized names in these industry sectors. One of the largest private equity firms, Blackstone, is an investor in
ThoughtFocus. With a workforce of over 1,300 professionals, ThoughtFocus is one of the fastest growing technology companies
in the US.
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